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Background and purpose of the workshop

Concern about the venous thromboembolism (VTE) risk of new hormonal contraceptive options shortly after their entry into the market has triggered a number of ‘pill scares’, each of which resulted in panic stopping of the formulations in question and a spike in unplanned pregnancies, yet with no subsequent reduction in VTE rates among women of reproductive age.

Perhaps the best example of a recent pill scare that resulted in enormous harm from a public health perspective was the ‘third-generation pill scare’ that occurred in many countries in Europe and around the world in 1995. At that time the new third-generation pills were promoted as being less androgenic and as possibly having fewer adverse effects on cardiovascular and metabolic parameters and thereby potentially being safer than existing pills.

Shortly after the introduction of these third-generation pills, reports of a possible increased risk of VTE began to appear. Such reports brought the progestogen component of these pills under scrutiny and inevitably a phenomenon known as ‘stimulated reporting’ occurred. Physicians with patients on these new pills were more likely to report any VTE episodes to regulatory authorities because of heightened awareness of the possible risk. What followed was an international pill scare when regulatory authorities in a number of countries issued alerts about the possible increased risk of VTE with third-generation pills. Panic stopping of pills by millions of women resulted in an abrupt and alarming rise in unplanned pregnancy as evidenced by sudden increases in deliveries and abortions,1–3 each with their attendant increased risks of VTE.

The history of this unfortunate episode is well documented. After class action lawsuits and lengthy trials, at which experts in epidemiology debated the findings, there emerged an awareness that studies examining VTE risks, in particular, required an understanding of the methodology of VTE and the possible biases that might systematically result in findings which diverged from the ‘truth’.4,5 The precise effects of different hormonal contraceptives on the haemostatic system continue to be studied and debated6,7 but because compelling data for an increased risk have not been demonstrated the lawsuits were ultimately thrown out8 and third-generation pills remain on the market and are widely prescribed today.9

In 2009, anecdotal reports of VTE episodes in women using an ethinylestradiol/drospirenone (EE/DRSP)-based oral contraceptive (Yasmin®) were followed by publications with conflicting findings about the risk of VTE with this product. This led the manufacturer to invite experts in gynaecology, reproductive endocrinology, haematology and epidemiology to a workshop to critically review these recent publications to understand the reasons for divergent results and to produce a consensus statement about the likely comparative risk of this new formulation and other marketed products. Those contributing to the
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workshop critically appraised all relevant papers in a consistent manner, applying a standardised critical appraisal tool to ensure equity and consistency between appraisals of studies. This document is the resulting consensus opinion, drafted by all the experts invited to the workshop and unedited by the manufacturer’s employees.

If certain combined oral contraceptives (COCs) carry a higher VTE risk than others, this needs to be clear so women can be advised accordingly and well-informed treatment decisions can be made. At the same time, scares founded on flawed study results that become driven by media and legal interests do not serve the public good. It is essential that the level of risk is determined through a best-evidence evaluation of available data and that balanced and informed decisions are made by considering both benefits and risks of contraceptive formulations.

**Oral contraceptives: balancing benefits and risks**

Modern COCs afford not only excellent contraception but also a variety of non-contraceptive benefits ranging from regulation and reduction of both menstrual bleeding and dysmenorrhea to treatment of premenstrual syndrome, menstrual migraines, acne and hirsutism. Long-term benefits include reduced rates of endometrial and ovarian cancer.11

Serious side effects are rare occurrences in OC users. Modern COCs are well tolerated and adherence to prescribed regimens is generally excellent thus allowing women to postpone their pregnancies. By avoiding unplanned pregnancies, women reduce their exposure to serious vascular risks and flare-ups of systemic diseases that may occur during pregnancy.

**Venous thromboembolism (VTE)**

VTE remains a rare but potentially serious complication of COC use. This condition typically involves thrombosis in the deep veins of the legs or pelvis and the potential for pulmonary embolism, which has potentially fatal consequences. Known risk factors for VTE include advancing age, antiphospholipid antibodies and hereditary thrombophilia, cigarette smoking, surgical procedures, trauma, and immobility (such as that associated with travel or hospitalisation), obesity, and pregnancy and the peripartum period.19,20

Quoted rates of VTE appear to have increased in the general population in the past decade from 1/10 000 woman-years to 4–5/10 000 woman-years during the reproductive years.21 This may in part reflect a true increase in VTE rates due to demographic trends such as increasing obesity but also reflects greater physician awareness, increased referral to hospitals and improvements in diagnostic precision (e.g. Doppler ultrasound).

Traditionally hormonal contraceptives were thought to double or triple the rate of VTE above the background rate. While a decade ago common teaching was that non-pill users had VTE rates of 1/10 000 woman-years and COC users had rates of 2–3/10 000 woman-years, modern data obtained through active surveillance have provided new insights into the true risks. Contemporary evidence suggests that VTE rates in non-pregnant, non-pill users of reproductive age are higher than previously thought – about 4–5/10 000 woman-years in non-COC users21 with an approximate doubling of risk into the range of 9–10/10 000 woman-years for COC users.22

To keep the risks of VTE for COC users in perspective it is important to remember that the risk of a VTE in pregnancy is as high as 29/10 000 woman-years and in the immediate postpartum period may reach 300–400/10 000 woman-years.19,20 As one of the most widely used and effective contraceptive methods, the pill reduces rates of unplanned pregnancies and actually decreases the overall rate of VTE in the population in comparison to populations without access to effective contraception.24

Past research has shown that older, higher estrogen dose pills carried a slightly greater risk than currently marketed OCs, most of which contain less than 50 µg EE. Sub-50 µg pills have a lower risk of VTE than pills with 50 µg EE or more.23 While, in theory, greater reductions in the dosage of estrogen might further decrease the risk of VTE, this benefit has not been clearly established. A non-significant decrease in VTE was noted in the EURAS study when comparing 30 µg to 20 µg EE-containing pills.22 Lidegaard also reported that “a reduction in oestrogen dose from 30–40 µg to 20 µg for OCs containing desogestrel or gestodene reduced the risk of venous thromboembolism by 18% (7% to 27%)”. However, the validity of the VTE diagnoses in the Danish registry has been questioned.27

Serious side effects are rare occurrences in OC users. Modern COCs are well tolerated and adherence to prescribed regimens is generally excellent thus allowing women to postpone their pregnancies. By avoiding unplanned pregnancies, women reduce their exposure to serious vascular risks and flare-ups of systemic diseases that may occur during pregnancy.

**Assessing VTE risks of new oral contraceptive products**

Workshop participants considered the concept of ‘estrogenicity’ of OCs as measured by the differential impact of different estrogen and progestogen combinations on hepatic protein synthesis [primarily sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG) but also ceruloplasmin and corticosteroid binding globulin (CBG)] and certain coagulation parameters [such as activated protein C (APC) resistance and total and free protein S levels].

In postmenopausal women different routes of estrogen administration appear to be associated with different effects on hepatic protein synthesis and possibly different risks for VTE.30,32,33 The apparent differential effects of these routes of estrogen delivery led to the concept that ‘estrogenicity’ (as determined by hepatic production of SHBG in response to treatment) might predict risk for VTE.

Since the controversy about the VTE risk with third-generation OCs surfaced in 1995, numerous investigators have evaluated differences in hepatic protein synthesis with different OC formulations to try to shed light on purported differences in VTE risk. Differential effects on hepatic proteins and APC resistance (which parallels the changes in SHBG) have been documented for different OC formulations, lending support to the concept of differential ‘estrogenicity’, with an implied association between third-generation pills [which affect these parameters more than pills containing levonorgestrel (LNG)] and risk for VTE. While these findings have been used to try to explain why certain OC formulations might carry greater risks for
VTE, the clinical evidence to confirm such speculation is presently lacking. To be a valid surrogate marker for disease the marker must be validated in at least one prospective trial using both the surrogate marker and the true outcome and this has never been done. At present there are no validated surrogate markers for VTE risk associated with hormonal contraception.

**Premarketing indicators of VTE risk**

VTE remains one of the few serious adverse effects of contemporary hormonal contraception. Because VTE is so rare, valid information about the risks associated with a given pill cannot be adequately gleaned from premarketing research, which typically involves 1000–3000 women. As a result, any information on serious but rare side effects like VTE must come from postmarketing surveillance.

**Postmarketing surveillance: voluntary reporting of adverse reactions**

Many countries employ a voluntary surveillance system in which health care providers are asked to report unexpected and/or severe adverse reactions of drugs to regulatory authorities once these products enter the marketplace. Although such a system can alert regulatory authorities to rare unexpected side effects of a medication, the system is highly dependent on busy clinicians to recognize a potential adverse drug reaction and then to locate and complete the necessary forms when adverse events are encountered. Many times events go unreported and at times the same event may be reported by more than one physician. Media coverage of a particular concern is a well known cause for 'stimulated reporting' and self-referral among women using the product in question.

As a result, such a system is unable to provide valid information on the number of cases (numerators) for particular products. Since denominators (the number of women using a particular product) and the distribution of risk factors among the entire population of women prescribed a specific type of OC are unknown, voluntary case reports cannot provide valid information on comparative risks for rare but serious side effects.

**Observational studies and clinical trials**

For both observational studies and clinical trials the importance of risk factor assessment in populations under study cannot be overestimated. For example, if a product is perceived as having specific non-contraceptive benefits for obese women (DRSP may limit cyclic monthly weight gain and reduces acne and facial hair growth – both common worries for overweight women) then it may be preferentially prescribed to this population, which as a whole has a slightly higher risk of VTE. Such was the case with DRSP-containing pills as demonstrated in the non-interventional European Active Surveillance Study. In this large cohort study, health care providers were allowed to choose the OC they thought most appropriate in individual circumstances. Data analysis at the conclusion of the study showed that DRSP-containing pills were preferentially prescribed to obese women.

One approach to obtaining information on rare events after marketing of a new product is to examine large databases to look for usage of a specific product and to establish linkages to complications like VTE. These techniques may be useful if the original data set collected information on age, body mass index (BMI), duration of use, family history of VTE, and so on, which are important independent risk factors for VTE. In the absence of quality data on such variables, it is impossible to exclude the possibility that a risk apparently associated with a specific OC is due to characteristics of the women to whom it was prescribed rather than a result of exposure to specific constituents of that pill. Databases, especially those developed for administrative purposes, may lack adequate validation of discharge diagnoses. Recent research has shown that conditions entered as VTE in an administrative database were often something else when testing was completed.

A valid comparison of VTE risk with different OCs must consider the fact that the risk for VTE is greatest in the first months of use and then falls closer to the background risk but remains elevated. This same effect was noted in the largest randomised clinical trial to examine VTE in menopausal women receiving hormone therapy at the time of menopause. Comparisons of the VTE risks between different OCs must account for recency of initiation of COCs and ensure that new users of one pill are truly being compared to new users of the other pill.

The type of research that is most likely to provide legitimate information on these rare risks involves a prospective approach with all subjects being new users of an OC. Careful follow-up by active surveillance (regular patient contact) and validation of all suspected cases (through examination of the medical records) is critical.

At the time of introduction of a new EE/DRSP-containing COC into Europe, the manufacturer – with the approval of European regulatory authorities – initiated a study to compare the VTE risk of this new product with other marketed COCs in a ‘real life’ situation. Simultaneously, two database studies were carried out as well as a post hoc analysis of a case-control study set up with a different primary study aim. We provide an overview in the following section, in which each of the studies is described together with an overview of the study results, strengths, limitations and our resulting interpretation of the key findings.

**Recently published studies**

**European Active Surveillance Study (EURAS)**

The European Active Surveillance Study (EURAS) was conducted with the approval of European regulatory authorities and with oversight by an independent advisory board. This prospective, non-interventional, active surveillance study followed 59 674 new users of different OCs for a total of 142 475 woman-years of follow-up. Active follow-up resulted in a ‘loss-to-follow-up’ of only 2.4%. All diagnoses were validated by review of medical records. The study demonstrated that DRSP-containing OCs were prescribed more often to heavier women and that despite this there was no difference in VTE rates between this new DRSP-containing OC and other marketed OCs.

**Ingenix™ claims database**

A second large prospective study on the Ingenix™ claims database in the USA used a propensity (risk factor) scoring system to match new users of different pills according to baseline VTE risk. This study matched new OC prescriptions (Yasmin vs other pills in a 2:1 ratio) and validated the diagnoses by examination of medical records of all potential VTE episodes. No differences in VTE rates were found between DRSP-containing OCs and other marketed pills.

**Controversy over recent publications**

Publicity following reports of VTE episodes in users of Yasmin has once again ignited the debate about whether some feature of the new progestogen, drospirenone, may contribute to an increased risk of VTE compared to other
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pills. Two reports published in the British Medical Journal in 2009 appear, at first glance, to support this fear. Critical analysis of the two studies responsible for this adverse publicity, however, suggests that the conclusions could well have resulted from methodological flaws and/or misinterpretation of findings.

Dutch Mega Study
The Dutch Mega Study was a study designed to evaluate environmental and genetic factors influencing VTE. The authors performed a substudy using a case-control approach to examine the effects of different OCs on VTE. Cases were identified from women with VTE attending an anticoagulation clinic. Controls were found in an unusual way, with many being partners of men seen in clinic and the remainder being found through random digit dialling. Duration of use information was not available on all women so it is not clear that all were new users, and women were not matched according to BMI. The authors showed hazard ratios for various OCs with wide and overlapping 95% confidence intervals (CIs) indicating no statistically significant difference in the VTE risk between DRSP-containing pills and other pills. Despite this they concluded that second-generation OCs were safer as far as VTE was concerned. In recent revisions to the Yasmin product label in the USA, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has concluded: “The number of VTE events associated with Yasmin is low; however, the risk estimates may not be reliable because the risk estimates are based on observational studies.”

Danish National Cohort Study
The other study reporting increased rates of VTE with DRSP-containing and third-generation OCs was a large Danish National Cohort Study. Prescriptions of Danish women and subsequent hospital diagnostic codes for VTE were retrospectively examined between 1995 and 2005 in a number of interrelated databases maintained by the Danish national health service. This comprehensive data set included 3.3 million woman-years of OC use. The investigators identified 2045 OC-associated VTEs during this time period. In keeping with prior reports they found that the risk of VTE was greatest shortly after initiating COC use and was lowest with pills containing the lowest estrogen dosages. In contrast to the prospective studies reported above they found that DRSP-containing OCs and third-generation OCs (i.e. those containing desogestrel or gestodene) carried an increased risk of VTE compared to LNG-containing OCs.

Several significant methodological weaknesses have been identified since the publication of that report. First, detailed information on confounders such as obesity, surgery or trauma was not available for the analysis. This is important as in the Danish population there has been close to a three-fold increase in obesity in the past decade, and evidence from other research suggests that obese women are more likely to be prescribed DRSP-containing OCs.

In addition, the investigators had no information on OC use before 1995. Lidegaard et al. classified all LNG users in 1995 as ‘short-term’ users. In response to the criticism that this might have unfairly compared long-term LNG users to short-term users of DRSP-containing pills Lidegaard responded that “it was very unlikely that this small misclassification of short-term users starting their short-term use in the beginning of 1995 would have had a substantial influence on our estimates.” Others have estimated that as many as 60% of those LNG users classified as having ‘short-term’ exposure in 1995 were misclassified, and that these individuals should have been classified as ‘long-term’ users. Such a misclassification could have significantly biased results in favour of LNG-containing COCs. Supporting the premise that the duration of time since initiation of COC use was misclassified for many LNG users was the unexpected finding that all OCs with the exception of those containing LNG showed the anticipated first-year elevation of VTE risk.

A recent publication from Severinsen and colleagues in Denmark suggests that the incidence of VTE could not reliably be assessed in the Danish registry. These authors examined the same Danish registry used by Lidegaard’s group, and after reviewing the medical records of 1135 patients with a registry diagnosis of VTE they could confirm the diagnosis in only 31% of cases referred from emergency rooms and in only 71% of women admitted to the ward for diagnostic testing. The Danish database was designed as an administrative database rather than as a medical research database. The diagnostic codes were primarily intended to capture costs related to hospitalisation. Many physicians were incorrectly entering a diagnostic code of VTE rather than the intended code of ‘admitted for evaluation of possible VTE’.

The increased rate ratio of VTE with DRSP-containing OCs compared to LNG-containing OCs was 1.64 (95% CI 1.27–2.10). Considering the potential methodological issues identified above, and with rate ratios that in epidemiological terms are very small (relative risks of 2 or less), it is extremely difficult to exclude bias or residual confounding as the explanation for the findings.

Conclusions
The highest quality scientific studies evaluating the risk of VTE in women of childbearing age show a risk of approximately 4–5/10 000 woman-years in those who do not use OCs. In the absence of reliable contraception, though rare, are extremely unfortunate and must always be taken seriously. Public health is best served...
when medical management is based on the highest level of scientific evidence and by carefully considering whether any increases in risk outweigh the benefits of treatment. For most women the very low absolute risks of serious sequelae are outweighed by the well-established benefits of hormonal contraception. Research has shown that individualised risk assessment remains an important tool to identify women at increased risk for VTE who might be better advised to use alternative forms of contraception. For most healthy women of reproductive age the benefits of COCs will outweigh the risks.
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